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From the very beginning, we knew we wanted
to start a company whose roots were firmly
planted in sustainability, surrounded by
supporting structures of the circular economy
that are based on sharing and collaboration. It
was always part of our own spiritual journey to
live our lives with love and responsibility for
our planet. Our company’s tag line perfectly
summarises that premise, “Good For People,
Good For Earth.” Since people walk on earth,
footwear was a clear choice, and since trees
help the earth and all it’s creatures to thrive,
the cork oak tree became our obvious choice.
 
That is why we wish to tell the world about the
importance of cork! We love cork in our shoes
for many reasons; it’s organic, lightweight,
super comfortable, and healthy for your feet.
It’s renewable, abundant, and easily
recyclable. The process of debarking the tree
extends its life by 75 years, and when the bark
regrows, it reduces carbon dioxide from the
environment. We love that for every ton of cork
produced, 73 tons of carbon dioxide is
removed from the atmosphere, and we love
that cork oak forests create abundant spaces
for wildlife to thrive.

One of the biggest challenges we face as a
sustainable footwear company is defining
exactly what ‘sustainability’ is since it’s under a
huge umbrella and carries many grey areas.
Sustainability depends on how and who
defines it and in some cases its path carries
desirable and not so wonderful side effects.
 
We think it’s important that the pros and cons
of sustainability are weighed out; every fabric
and material labeled as organic, vegan or
sustainable should be chosen based on
company’s mission towards sustainability. One
company can not cover all of its premises so
we all should support companies with diverse
missions. Our own measure is in our tag
line; Good for People, Good for Earth.
 
- Gero & Marina (Co-Founders)

About Tsouls



How Tsouls sold out 78% of their inventory with a 3.8x ROAS (Return On Ad Spend)
in 2 months, generated over 500 sign-ups and grew sales through Facebook Ads.

 
This case explores how Fullest Media helped Tsouls, a sustainable footwear brand

located in New York, United States generated over $17,000 revenue in 47 days
(Increase by 1,466%).



Tsouls was looking for growth in website conversions, they had spent over
$4000 on Facebook Ads/other marketing efforts but achieved no sales.
 
This sustainable brand that was covered by Forbes was seeing only a small
amount of traffic on their website. The challenge not only included
increasing traffic to the website, but also to build brand awareness while
acquiring new customers. The focus was to find the right audience.
 
Prior to adopting Fullest Media, Tsouls were promoting this content via a
number of channels: blog CTAs, social and paid.
 
While this achieved some initial success in engagement on their social
media platforms, it did not lead to any conversions. The lack of a proper
sales funnel, and a conversion optimised website made tracking of leads
quite difficult.

Challenge



Created a comprehensive strategy that would guide target audience from
click to close. At Fullest Media, we conducted persona research and laid
out customer types, targeting their interests and behaviours. We created
and tested various target audience segments for Facebook Ad Campaigns.
We fine-tuned the company’s message with an updated look and feel to
enhance the brand image.
 
Only after these initial strategy steps did we move on to a detailed
eCommerce conversion strategy which would:
1. Improve the audience targeting
2. Improve website conversions
3. Track the growth of traffic and leads as our marketing efforts gained
traction
 
How we achieved this:
1. Making sure the goals are in total alignment by improving website
messaging and enhancing website visuals.
2. Optimising all website pages for conversion.
3. Started tracking marketing efforts with actual metrics to really determine
the key details of the funnel.
4. We developed and implemented a strategy of targeting and retargeting
to drive conversions.
5. Once we knew that the funnel is proven and successful, we scaled what
was working and optimise what was not.

Solution



Results
 
Sold Out 78% of Tsouls inventory within just 2 months timeframe

Generated over $17,000 revenue in 47 days (Increase by 1,466%)

$0.45 Per Lead

13,239 Online Sessions with less than $4000 Ad Budget

Generated over 500 sign-ups to newsletters
 
The success of this partnership has played a key role in Tsouls’
continued growth, which witnessed their expansion across the
Globe with retail buyer interests from countries like Japan.



About Us Creating Brands That
Have a Positive Impact On
Our Planet And Its People

Fullest Media was founded with a simple mission; helping and scaling
brands and companies that are good for our planet and its people. We
believe that the choices we make about what business we are in and its
values, have a direct and powerful impact on the individuals, communities
and our environment. 
 
A change agency specialised in E-Commerce Marketing, Content
and Strategy for brands and companies of every scale and size.
 
FInd out more about Fullest Media at www.fullestmedia.com
 
Get in touch

https://www.fullestmedia.com/contact

